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Abstract. Alpha is a basic deterministic discovery algorithm that has been enhanced
by Alpha*, Alpha++ and Alpha#. Alpha does an analysis of place, transition, and firing locally on each trace in the event log, which causes the time complexity of Alpha to
be high for large event logs. In this paper, the Alpha-Tree (Alpha-T) algorithm is proposed to enhance Alpha’s time complexity performance and quality of discovery. Based
on generalized tuple pattern recognition (GTPR) inside the adjacency list tree (ALT)
data structure, Alpha-T is able 
to simplify the tuple pattern 
analysis, resulting in a more
efficient time complexity O t3 compared to Alpha O t4 . Alpha-T reduces the time
complexity by localizing the effect of the event log size to the preprocessing stage, which
diminishes the number of steps in the discovery processing stage. Then within processing,
Alpha-T does execution pattern of logic directly and induction in the places gateway, and
make it have more dynamically pattern that produces more completeness and correctness
model than other algorithms. Finally, in the post-processing stage, Alpha-T has a single
graph structure, which reduces the complexity and memory space needed for workflow
firing between place and transition.
Keywords: Process mining, Deterministic discovery algorithm, Alpha algorithm, AlphaT algorithm, Generalized tuple pattern recognition (GTPR), Adjacency list tree (ALT)

1. Introduction. Today, the process mining of transaction data is increasingly required
by various organizations [1]. Process mining is widely implemented to analyze business
process activities using process aware information systems (PAIS) [2]. PAIS are used to
improve competitiveness, performance, and organizational policy [3] in various fields, such
as manufacture [4], insurance [1], finance [5], healthcare [6], information technology [7],
and education [8].
The main activity in mining is the discovery process [9], which examines the event
log [10] to produce a model that reflects the workflow of the business process [11]. The
workflow model should be accurate in describing the real operational activities from the
business transactions that generate the event log.
There are many standardized workflow models that are used for business processes,
such as Petri nets, business process model notation (BPMN), event-driven process chain
(EPC), and yet another workflow language (YAWL) [12].
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In this study, the YAWL-model was chosen for the workflow design because YAWL
has the best workflow pattern analysis, which covers all workflow perspectives and has
control-flow patterns, data patterns, resource patterns, change patterns, and also exception patterns [12]. YAWL has been adopted by common discovery tools such as ProM,
which is a qualified framework and tool used in the process mining.
Several algorithms have been developed to do the mining in the discovery process: a
deterministic algorithm, Alpha, including Alpha* [13], Alpha++ [14], and Alpha# [15], a
fuzzy algorithm [16], a heuristic algorithm [17], a genetic algorithm [18], machine learning
[19], discriminative patterns [20] and also based on association rule approaches [21,22].
From a performance comparison of the discovery algorithms, it was found that the best
accuracy was achieved by the genetic algorithm and the best time complexity was achieved
by the heuristic algorithm when compared with Alpha [23]. Although the heuristic algorithm produces an optimal solution with minimal side effects, it is unsuitable for complex
mining containing invisible tasks [2]. Other than that, it produces a directed graph of
a standard causality network (C-net) that has bias representational model [24] and only
supports structured relations, not in behavioral relations. Meanwhile, the computation
complexity of the genetic algorithm is worse and unfavorable for big event logs.
For these reasons, this study aimed at enhancing the deterministic algorithm based on
the Alpha method [25], whose performance is not optimal in the discovery on big event logs
and has low accuracy in complex mining that contains invisible task [15]. The enhanced
method that is proposed here to solve the shortcomings of Alpha is called Alpha-T.
Through the Alpha-T algorithm, the mining analysis on tuple relationships can be
simplified by using prefix generalizations in ALT structure, a process that is called GTPR.
During general retrieval, using ALT is more efficient in terms of time and space than using
a general matrix structure. Also, using GTPR will shorten the discovery step because it
executes logic pattern recognition directly on the tuple relation.
To test several algorithms that are commonly used, the model driven analysis (MDA)
strategy was applied to measuring conformance of workflow model that shows quality of
discovery. Using MDA, a comparison of the reference model and the discovery model can
be aligned as driven by qualified tools such as YAWL and ProM.
For benchmarking the computation performance, time complexity analysis was done
with focus between Alpha-T and Alpha. Also, for quality discovery, it was done by
conformance checking of completeness and correctness model. Alpha-T is expected having
higher performance and better discovery quality than others as the main contribution and
novelty of this study.
2. Problem Statement and Preliminaries. In this section, we describe the Alpha
stages to be compared with the proposed method to show the difference between them.
Alpha as the basis of the deterministic discovery algorithm does the tuple mining by
tracing the task sequence locally in the event log. The tuple sequence patterns describe
the workflow that is built from the event log. Alpha consists of 4 ordering relation
patterns, i.e.:
1) Follows (>), if (A, B) are 2 related tasks
2) Causal (→), if tasks A > B and B! > A
3) Parallel (||), if tasks A > B and B > A
4) Unrelated (#), if tasks A! > B and B! > A
The relation sequence patterns are based on the causality logic from the Alpha discovery
algorithm. All Alpha steps are described in the following Lemma 1.
(1) Tw = {t ∈ T |∃σ∈w t ∈ σ}
(2) TI = {t ∈ T |∃σ∈w t ∈ first(σ)}
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(3) TO = {t ∈ T |∃σ∈w t ∈ last(σ)}
(4) Xw = {(PI , PO )|PI ⊆ Tw ∧ PO ⊆ Tw ∧ ∀a∈PI ∀b∈PO →w b∧
∀a1 ,a2 ∈PI a1 6=w a2 ∧ ∀b1 ,b2 ∈PO b1 6=w b′ 2 }
(5) Yw = (PI , PO ) ∈ Xw |∀(PI′ ∈PO′ )∈Xw PI ⊆ PI ∧ PO ⊆ PO′ ⇒ (PI , PO ) = (PI′ , PO′ )

(6) Pw = p(PI ,PO ) |(PI , B) ∈ Yw ∪ {Iw , Ow }

(7) Fw = a, p(PI ,PO ) |(PI , PO ) ∈ Yw ∧ a ∈ PI ∪ p(A,B) , b|(PI , PO ) ∈ Yw ∧ PO
∪ {(Iw , t)|t ∈ TI } ∪ {(t, Ow )|t ∈ TO }
(8) αw = {Pw , Tw , Fw }
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(1)

Performance evaluation of Alpha and other discovery algorithms can be done through
conformance checking by trace matching of the sequence in the event log and the discovery
process model [25]. To gain better conformance checking, model-driven analysis was used,
using a top-down and a bottom-up strategy respectively [26].
In the top-down strategy, a YAWL reference model was designed using the YAWL editor
to create a business process workflow model, as shown in Figure 1. In step-by-step task
simulation, the workflow is executed by a YAWL server, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. YAWL model to simulate a credit application business process [22]

Figure 2. YAWL server engine workflow task executor
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The YAWL server also automatically generates an application form according to the
data model that is determined for every task by the YAWL model, as alternative other
technology supported this simulation such as business process model server (BPMS) that
generates business process execution language (BPEL) [26]. This simulation model, also
produces event log data that reflect the transactions in the overall task workflow.
By using the bottom-up strategy, the result of the event log can be applied to discovering
a functional workflow model [27]. Conformance checking between the workflow produced
by the discovery model and the reference model will prove the correctness of the discovery
algorithm.
The list of tasks from the business process workflow is shown in Table 1, while L1 is
the log set inside the event log that is generated by each transaction goal from the simulation. The simulated workflow describes transaction automation for credit application
submission in a banking business process.
Table 1. Follow footprint matrix for L1
Tin /Tout A B C D E F G H I J K L
A
>
B
> >
C
>
D
> >
E
> >
F
>
>
G
> >
H
> >
I
J
>
K
>
L
This business process scenario begins when a customer proposes a loan to the bank. For
the first task, through a credit staff, bank will receive file submission “receive application
(A)”, and then he checks the fulfillment of requirements required “check for requirements
(B)”. If a problem is found, it is necessary for customer to repair “modify application
(C)”, and he will check the application again until it meets the requirements.
When the credit application meets the requirements, a “check loan amount (D)” is
estimated. These are two loan categories, first “performs checks for large amount (E)” and
second “checks for small amount (F)”. A credit analyst will assess credit appropriateness
and “make decision (G)”.
If the application is approved, the bank offers a “start approval (H)”, then requests
the customer to sign a “notify acceptance (J)” and he accepted a credit card “deliver
credit card (K)” which indicates credit approval has been agreed “complete approval (L)”.
However, if application is not approved, then the “notify rejection (I)” is delivered to the
customer.
Considering a simulation of the YAWL model in Figure 1, the business process scenario
is done by the bank to check the consumer’s credit application when applying for a loan.
Through all the different data transaction forms that are executed by the operators and
credit analyzers, the credit application in Figure 2 will generate the following event log:
L1 : ABDEFGI, ABDFEGI, ABDEFGHJL, ABDEFGHKL, ABCBDEFGI, ABCBDFEGI, ABCBDEFGHJL, ABCBDEFGHKL, ABDFEGHJL, ABDFEGHKL, ABCBDFEGHJL, ABCBDFEGHKL.
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For discovery of an event log, the discovery process in Alpha [14] starts with event log
extraction, i.e., steps (1) to (3) in Lemma 1. These steps check the tuple relation between
each task and the task precedence, generating the follow relation matrix, as shown in
Table 1. In order to construct a workflow network (WF-net), the follow relation matrix is
converted to a footprint matrix based on causality logic, i.e., causality (→), parallel (||)
and unrelated (#). The causal relations inside the footprint matrix are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Causal footprint matrix based on Alpha base logic
Tin /Tout
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

A
#
←
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

B
→
#
→
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

C
#
→
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

D
#
→
#
#
←
←
#
#
#
#
#
#

E
#
#
#
→
#
||
←
#
#
#
#
#

F
#
#
#
→
||
#
←
#
#
#
#
#

G
#
#
#
#
→
→
#
←
←
#
#
#

H
#
#
#
#
#
#
→
#
#
#
#
#

I
#
#
#
#
#
#
→
#
#
←
←
#

J
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
→
#
#
#
←

K
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
→
#
#
#
←

L
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
→
→
#

Alpha must build a WF-net structure by determining the candidate places (Xw ) based
on the transition tasks (Tw ) from the footprint matrix generated by steps (4) and (5).
Xw contains the pair set of input transition places (PI ) and output transition places (PO )
with the possibility of single or multi-independent causality without being followed by
the same transition. For example, task A is the input for task B. Because A has single
causality, it will produce place (A, B). Moreover, task (A, C) is the set of inputs for task
B and has multi-independent causality so it will produce place p({A, C}, B).
The footprint analysis result expresses the place sets of causal task pairs, so that Xw
= set of single causality ∪ set of multi causality from (PI ∈ Tw , PO ∈ Tw ) = (A, B),
(B, C), (B, D), (C, B), (D, E), (D, F ), (E, G), (F, G), (G, H), (G, I), (H, J), (H, K), (J, L),
(K, L), ({A, C}, B), ({E, F }, G), (B, {C, D}), (D, {E, F }), ({J, K}, L), (G, {H, I}), (H,
{J, K}).
Because of the avoidance of redundant places, the place set contains only the maximal
path from combined set Xw as the complete final place set (Yw ) by removing the single causality relation that is contained within the multi-independent causality collection,
so that Yw = ({A, C}, B), ({E, F }, G), ({J, K}, L), (B, {C, D}), (D, {E, F }), (G, {H, I}),
(H, {J, K}).
Finally, the place set is Pw , which contains place set Yw added with the input start place
set p(Iw ) and the output finish place set p(Ow ), so that Pw has the following Lemma 2:
Pw = p(Yw ) ∪ p(Iw , Ow ) = p(Yw ) ∪ p(t ∈ TI , t ∈ TO )

(2)

= (Start, A), ({A, C}, B), ({E, F }, G), ({J, K}, L), (B, {C, D}),
(D, {E, F }), (G, {H, I}), (H, {J, K}), ({I, L}, End).
According to the gateway behavior in the structured workflow net (SWF-net), Pw has
five logical possibilities: CAUSAL, XOR-split, XOR-join, AND-split and AND-join. In
this case a CAUSAL relation is found only at the start place because the other places
have multi-independent causality. XOR-split is built from the combined set of unrelated
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tasks (#) in the output destination, p(B, {C, D}). Then XOR-join is created from the
combined set of # from the input destination, p({A, C}, B). Moreover, the AND gate is
built from the combined set of the parallel input and output (||), i.e., p(D, {E, F }) for
AND-split and p({E, F }, G) for AND-join.
The complete WF.net graph will be generated by the firing map (Fw ), which is produced
by the combined sets of input task, place and output task from the Pw set as follows:
Fw = (Start, A), (A, p({A, C})), (C, p({A, C})), (p({A, C}, B)), (B, p(B, {C, D})),
(p(B, {C, D}), C), (p(B, {C, D}), C), (p(B, {C, D}), D), (D, p(D, {E, F })),
(p(D, {E, F }), E), (p(D, {E, F }), F ), (E, p({E, F }, G)), (F, p({E, F }, G)),
(p({E, F }, G), G), (G, p(G, {H, I})), (p(G, {H, I}, H)), (p(G, {H, I}, I)),
(H, p(H, {J, K})), (p(H, {J, K}, J), (p(H, {J, K}, J), K), (J, p({J, K}, L)),
(K, p({J, K}, L)), (J, p({J, K}, L)), (p({I, L}), End).
The final Alpha discovery result has a WF-net structure that is determined by αw =
{Pw , Tw , Fw }, as shown in Figure 3. Alpha establishes the correctness of the discovery
result with the ProM tool and it also fully conforms to the YAWL reference model.
Compared to the heuristic algorithm, Alpha’s discovery model has more correctness than
heuristic, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Alpha discovery result in ProM

Figure 4. Heuristic discovery result in ProM
For the enhancement of Alpha, the existing Alpha* [12] and Alpha++ [13] were used.
They contain the following two additional logical patterns:
5) One-loop (∆), if redundant tasks are found (A, A), t = t1 = A
6) Two-loop (♦), if a loop structure is found (A, B, A), t = t2 = A and t1 = B
With these two additional logic patterns, the Alpha++ algorithm has an advanced
tuple loop pattern based on ∆ and ♦ in every log trace, so that Alpha++ has better
discovery accuracy than Alpha in loop mining. However, the addition of loop base patterns
significantly increases the time complexity.
Alpha and Alpha++ have become standard plug-ins in ProM tools. Moreover, they
have been proven to improve the discovery results according to the WF-net workflow
model [14].
The next enhancement of Alpha++ for Alpha is Alpha#. Alpha# improves some
logic patterns that are not solved accurately during the discovery process by Alpha++,
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i.e., redo, skip, and switch based on logic inspection of the follow (>) and two-loop (∆)
patterns [15].
Alpha and its enhancements perform every step of the process of determining places
and firings locally on the whole event log, which greatly increases the time complexity,
possibly leading to overfitting of the numbers of places and firings.
3. Main Result. The main result of this study is a novel algorithm within the deterministic discovery mining process, which adopts several patterns from Alpha’s tuple analysis.
The final discovery result from our proposed method, the Alpha-T algorithm, is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Graph visualization of Alpha-T discovery result
The graph visualization of Alpha-T was created using JAVA and JGraph graph library
support. From this result it can be found that the Alpha-T result had the same correctness
level as the Alpha discovery result standardized by BPMN model. Moreover, the result
ensures the soundness of the SWF-net on the firing connections, so that it is proven that
the workflow model has correctness in the structural and behavioral perspectives.
4. Control Design. In this section, we describe Alpha-T algorithm to discover the logic
pattern contained within an event log. It aims to construct workflow model which is
expected to produce behavior model in BPMN and achieve SWF-net structure.
4.1. Alpha-T algorithm. The Alpha-T algorithm is presented as a proposed method to
improve time complexity performance and simplify concurrent processes to discover the
event log.
The Alpha-T algorithm has 3 stages, i.e., preprocessing, processing and post-processing.
These are 4 sub-processes in the preprocessing stage:
• structuring the ALT object
• extracting the event log to the ALT forest (steps (1)-(4))
• weighting on the ALT forest node (coincide step (1))
• sorting on the ALT forest node (step (5))
The processing stage has 3 sub-processes, i.e.:
• Boolean logic matching on the concurrent looping (step (6))
• filtering on the node transition (step (7))
Furthermore, in the post-processing stage a direct follow graph is built and a graph
visualization of the firings from the discovery is produced (step (8)).
The process of the Alpha-T algorithm is as Lemma 3 followed:

(1) ∀N = t{ρ,∂} ∈ ∀N|∃σ=t1 t2 ...tn ∈w;i∈{1,2,...,n} t ∈ σ → [ρ = ti > t; ∂ = t > ti ]
(2) L0 L = t ∈ ∀N|∃σ=t1 t2 ...tn ∈w;i∈{1,2,...,n} [t = ti−1 > ti ; ti−1 = ti ]
(3) TI = {t ∈ ∀N|∃σ∈w t ∈ first(σ)}
(4) TO = {t ∈ ∀N|∃σ∈w t ∈ last(σ)}
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∀N = Sort
asc
N{ρ,∂} ∈ ∀N by Wt

∀N = P N{ρ,∂} ∈ ∀N|as Lemma 13}
∀N = F {N{∂} ∈ ∀N|as Lemma 8}

Alpha-T = Graph Nvertex→edge(∂) ∈ ∀N

(3)

4.2. Construct adjacency list tree structure. To obtain a more efficient and dynamic
data structure, the abstract of data type (ADT) used by Alpha-T is the adjacency list
tree (ALT). ALT is an alternative ADT for the graph representation, where ALT is more
efficient in terms of memory space than ADT.
Alpha-T creates a prefix tuple relationship based on the global event log in step (1),
called GTPR, to directly analyze the pattern of logic between a task and its precedent,
as illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Adjacency list tree from event log L1
In accordance with event log L1 , ALT shows the relationship between activity list
T (A . . . Z) in the reference forest tree relationship and the determined children (∂), which
is a successor tuple from the sequence order event log in accordance with step (1). The
object definition of the ALT task node is expressed as Definition 4 followed:
Class Node
String data;
String type;
ConcurrentLinkedDeque (Node) parents
ConcurrentLinkedDeque (Node) children
Node startP oint;
Node endpoint;
Boolean inner-gate;
Boolean enable;
Boolean depth;

(4)

From the definition of the node class, each node object has an input set as parents < ρ >
and an input set as children < ∂ >, with the conditions as given in Lemma 5 followed:
T ∈ Tρ |ρ are parents of T , ρ = {A, B, . . . , Z}
T ∈ T∂ |∂ are children of T , ∂ = {A, B, . . . , Z}

(5)

As the bag of task nodes, the forest tree object is used, which is defined as Definition
6 followed:
Class F orest
ConcurrentLinkedDeque(Node) adjacencyList;
Node Start;
Node End;

(6)
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The ALT graph grows with additional members from the place gateway, which changes
the task and gateway relationship as determined by Lemma 7 followed:
∀N = Tw ∪ Gw

(7)

while,
∀N: ALT node set
Gw : gateway set, Gw = {G< , G> }
G< : split gateway
G> : join gateway
G< and G> are produced by Boolean logic pattern analysis when the relationship
between task and gateway for valid firings (Fw ) is as Lemma 8 followed:
Fw ← N ∈ T∂ |N : {G< , G> }, |N| = 1
Fw ← N ∈ G<∂ |N : {T, Slack}, |G< | = 1
Fw ← N ∈ G>∂ |N : {G< , T }

(8)

The determination of a simple parent-child relationship pattern between task and gateway produces a workflow model with a closed boundary in the behavioral gateways G<
and G> , also allowing an open boundary inside singleton and free-choice patterns that
have only G→ . This rule intends to fulfill the rules of a WF-net based on Petri-net firing
between the place and transition sets {Pw , Tw , Fw }, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. WF-net soundness rules [15]
4.3. Weighting ALT node. After the process of extraction from the event log, Alpha-T
performs depth weighting of the tree nodes, which is useful for establishing the sequencing
order of each task node and also their children. The weight updating WT of the depth of
each node inside ∀N is expressed in the following Expression 9:
for ∃ T ∈ ∀N →
iff (T is First)
WT = 1
else iff (T ′ ∈ ∀N AND Tρ′ ∄ Tρ )
WT′ = (WT′ + Wρ )/2
iff (Tϑ′ ∄ Tρ )
WT′ = Wρ + 1
else
Wρ′ = (WT′ + Wρ )/2

(9)

By Expression 9, the task T traversal is done inside ∀N. For the first time, when T as
the starting node ∀N ← T , that has weight as WT = 1. Otherwise, for the next input if
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T has existed inside ALT (T ′ ∈ ∀N) and the predecessor of T that is Tρ has not existed
inside ALT task parent Tρ′ , the weight of existing task is updated as average of the weight,
WT′ = (WT′ + Wρ )/2.
Furthermore, to avoid overlapping a weight in concurrency relation, if T ′ does not
have parallel relation within its parent Tρ (Tϑ′ ∄ Tρ ), T ′ weight is updated with a weight
WT′ = Wρ + 1. Other than that, if they have parallel relation, existing parent weight
updated with Wρ′ = (WT′ + Wρ )/2. This expression has purpose to close the weight
deviation of parent and child task on the parallel relation and to far on the direct causality
relation.
After the task depth weighting process, we get the following number of results as shown
in Table 3.
Table 3. Task weight node inside ALT
Start A B
C D E
F G H I J K L End
0
1 2.5 2.75 3 4.5 4.75 6 7 7 8 8 9 14
From Table 3, the depth weighting results obtained a clear task weight deviation as
a reference for the sequence order from the starting task to finish that is very useful to
avoid an overlapping of tasks order that often occur due to the concurrency causality.
Furthermore, the result of the weighted task is also used to analyze the implications
of the logic possibility on the tuples either between the parent-child relationship N(α, β)
or also between each child (α∂ , β∂ ), and then will be combined with sequential causality
analysis to improve logical analysis accuracy.
This method has advantages on computational complexity when compared with the
using of advanced complex pattern causality matching as applied to Alpha# where too
many patterns are analyzed in various invisible patterns [15]. The logical implications
that can be produced from the weighting assessment are as Lemma 10.
In the parent to children relationship,
WN < W(α,β) → Follow
WN > W(α,β) → Reply
Also, in the child to child relationship,
WN < W(α,β) , Wα = Wβ → XOR
WN < W(α,β) , 0 < Wα − Wβ < 1 → AND , TwoLoop, Skip

(10)

Meanwhile, the depth weights of gateways G< and G> for the gateway pair are the
mean values of the task members’ weight, as in the following Lemma 11:
n

.
X
W (GS , GJ ) =
W GS∂(c)
n|GS∂ : T
(11)
c=0

where,
n: number of children
c: child weight
4.4. Sorting ALT nodes. By using tree-map hashing, sorting of the task nodes is done
based on the depth weight value as expressed in Lemma 12. Sorting of their children is
also done, based on the task node sorting. The result of ALT after sorting is as illustrated
in Figure 8.
Map(k, v) → treeMap(N, W (N))
∀N ← k

(12)
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where,
Map: bag set of the generic data structure map
treeMap: hashing/sorting function on the map
k: node key
v: node value

Figure 8. Sorting result of ALT from L1

4.5. Alpha-T logic pattern. The GTPR pattern in Alpha-T is analyzed by the place
of node N as a parent reference related to second-tuple child node α and sibling β as in
the following Lemma 13:
Pw(N,α,β) =

m
X
i=0

N(i) ∋

n
X

α∂(j) ∧ β∂(j+1)

(13)

j=0

where,
Pw : place of workflow gateway
N: parent node |N : {T, G> }, T 6=< T >, G> 6= ♦
α: first-tuple node |α : T
β: second-tuple node |β : T
M: numbers of ∀N
N: number of children
i, j: counter index
GTPR is executed in a concurrent loop inside ∀N when N is limited only for a noninner-gate task < T > and join gateway nodes. Whereas join gateway is not a two-loop
(♦). We define 11 logical patterns that are used in Alpha-T that fulfill behavior and
structural logic of SWF-net, which are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Serial direct
Reply
Free-Choice
Free-Join
Non-Free Choice
One-loop
Two-loop
XOR
Skip
AND
OR

1) Serial direct (→)
→
is a singleton relation that occurs when parent nodes have only one child, as defined
in the following Lemma 14:
Iff (N∂ ∋ (α)||N∂ | = 1) → (N∂ ← → ; → ∂ ← α)

(14)
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Example 4.1. ABC. Node A has only one child B, so that serial gateway → is created
and also B is transferred as → child. The same goes for task B, which has only one child,
C. These configurations are shown in Figure 9(a) as the parent-child relationship inside
ALT, while the discovery result is shown in Figure 9(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) SD pattern in ALT, (b) SWF-net for SD
2) Reply (←)
←
occurs when the parent node has a smaller weight than the child node and has vice
versa relation, so it will produce XOR loop that is also called redo pattern. This pattern
is applied for as defined by the following Lemma 15:
Iff (N∂ ∋ (α, β)|W (N) > W (α)) →
(N∂ ← <∗ ; <∗ ∂ ← (∗> , β); ∗> ∂ ← α; α∂ ← → ; → ∂ ← N; αρ ← ∗> )

(15)

Example 4.2. ABCD, ABCBCD. Within the tuple relationship between C(B, D), C has
a B child node that has a smaller weight, so that C has an ← to B that is implemented
as (<∗ , ∗> ) loop as shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b).
3) Free-Choice (→∗)
→∗
has only an inclusive XOR gateway-split from multi-serial that constructs places
that each other has tight different link [11] (See Figure 11). This pattern is applied for as
defined by the following Lemma 16:
Iff (N∂ ∋ (α, β)|α ∈
/ β∂ ; β ∈
/ α∂ ; α∂ ∈
/ β∂ ) → (N∂ ← →∗ ; →∗ ∂ ← (α, β))

(16)

Example 4.3. ABDF, ACEF. Within the tuple relationship between A(B, C), B and C
have different child dependency on each other.
4) Free-Join (∗→)
Opposite to free-choice, ∗→ has only an inclusive XOR gateway-join that constructs
termination from many places that each other has a common termination. This pattern
has purpose to guarantee all output places have correctness in generalization termination.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) Reply pattern in ALT, (b) SWF-net for reply pattern

Figure 11. SWF-net for free-choice pattern
Other than that, ∗→ is also used to solve termination for the event finish. This pattern
refers to configure PW output place Lemma 2 in Alpha. This pattern is applied for as
defined by the following Expression 17.
for ∃ T ∈ ∀N →
iff (T is non inner gate)
iff (|Tρ | > 1)
Tρ←∂ ← ∗→
∗→

∂

←T

(17)

Different from all other patterns that are generated by the children causality, ∗→ is
generated only by the parent causality. As Expression 17, ∗→ is executed on the postprocessing after filtering step. ∗→ has a logical pattern (see Figure 12) to reconfigure
multi-serial termination that has a soundness SWF-net considered with Example 4.3.
5) Non-Free-Choice (NFC)
NFC has an exclusive XOR gateway that constructs implicit places whenever each
other transition as the input for a place has a different dependency [28]. NFC has a
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Figure 12. SWF-net for reply pattern
logical pattern as defined in the following Lemma 18:
Iff (N∂ ∋ (α, β)|α ∈
/ β∂ ; β ∈
/ α∂ ; α∂ ∩ β∂ ; W (α) 6= W (β)) → XOR

(18)

Example 4.4. ABDB, ACDE. Within the tuple relationship between A(B, C), B and
C have the same child D, so an exclusive XOR is created. Other than that, on tuple
D(B, E), D produces redo to (B, E) which causes create link to existing XOR. For these
reasons, D has an NFC link to XOR gateway because D does not have C child. NFC has
the same configuration such as XOR and AND gateways (see Figure 16).
6) One-loop (∆)
∆ indicates the occurrence of a single task one-loop free SWF-net Alpha++ loop [14].
This pattern occurs inside a redundant task (L0 L) during log extraction when a repeating
task is found. ∆ is processed at the end of discovery after filtering, which is executed
through firing a parent-input and child-output set (see Figure 13) as expressed in the
following Lemma 19:

Iff (T ∈ L0 L < T >) → Tρ ← ∗> ; ∗> ∂ ← T ; T∂ ← <∗ ; <∗ ∂ ← (∗> , T∂ )|T∂ : G
(19)

Figure 13. SWF-net for one-loop
Example 4.5. AABC, ABBC. Tasks A and B are repeating tasks and will create an XOR
loop.
7) Two-loop (♦)
♦ indicates a locked short-redo loop between two interconnected tasks, called a twoloop free sound SWF-net loop in Alpha++ [14], as expressed in Lemma 20. ♦ is produced
with condition α having a direction only to the parent because it has only one child, N
(see Figure 14).

Iff N∂ ∋ (α, β)|(ρ) ≤ (α); N ∈ α∂ ; |N∂ | ≥ 2; |α∂ | = 1; α ∈
/ β∂ ; β ∈
/ α∂ →


N∂ ← GS(∗) ; GS(∗)∂ ← α; α∂ ← GS(∗) ; GJ(∗)∂ ← (α, β); α∂ ← GS(∗)
(20)
Example 4.6. ABAC, ABAD. ♦ occurs when the tuple parent A(B, C, D) has many
children, and one of its children has only one child as its parent such as B. So, the close
vice versa causality creates a two-loop pattern such as B to A.
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Figure 14. SWF-net for two-loop
8) Skip (< # >)
Skip is a causal relation that creates a jump XOR alternative. Skip occurs when a tuple
task α is the precedent of β but not vice versa, as expressed in the following Lemma 21:
Iff (N∂ ∋ (α, β)|(N) ≤ (α); |N∂ | ≥ 2; β ∈ α∂ ; α ∈
/ β∂ →
(N∂ ← <∗ ; <∗ ∂ ← (α, ∗> ); ∗> ∂ ← β)

(21)

Example 4.7. ABC, AC. A parent tuple has children B and C, whereas B is a causality
of C so A needs a skip to C. Skip is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. SWF-net for skip
9) AND (< & >)
AND occurs when two or more tasks are absolutely parallel, where a tuple task α
precedes β and vice versa, as expressed in the following Lemma 22:
Iff (N∂ ∋ (α, β)|W (N) ≤ W (α); |N∂ | ≥ 2; α∂ = β∂ ) →
(N∂ ← < &; < &∂ ← (α, β); (α∂ , β∂ ) ← & >); & >∂ ← (α∂ , β∂ |(α∂ , β∂ ) 6= (α, β))

(22)

Example 4.8. ABC, BAC. Task A has a child B and B has a child A, as shown in
Figure 16.

Figure 16. SWF-net for AND
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10) XOR (< ∗ >)
XOR occurs when two or more tasks are an exclusive alternative so that only one of
them can be executed. This occurs when node α has no child β and node β also has no
child α and their children are equality, as expressed in the following Lemma 23:
Iff (N∂ ∋ (α, β)|β ∈
/ α∂ ; α ∈
/ β∂ ; α∂ = β∂ ) →
(N∂ ← G<∗ ; G<∗∂ ← (α, β); (α∂ , β∂ ) ← G∗> ); G∗>∂ ← (α∂ , β∂ |α∂ , β∂ 6= (α, β))

(23)

Example 4.9. AC, BC. See Figure 16.
11) OR (< % >)
OR occurs when two or more tasks have two or more multi-choice [29] constructed from
AND and SKIP logic. It is caused by the set of children of parent tuple that is not equal,
so they have multi-causality variants. Since the exclusive AND cannot skip the SKIP
causality that occurs on the members, the possible logic is only OR.
The method of OR analysis used here is simpler than using many decision analyses
from AND and XOR patterns [29], as described as Lemma 24 followed:
Iff (N∂ ∋ (α, β)|W (N) ≤ W (α); |N∂ | ≥ 2; β ∈ α∂ ; α ∈ β∂ ; α∂ 6= β∂ )
→ (N∂ ← Replace(< & >←< % >))

(24)

Example 4.10. ACD, BCD, ABCD, ACBD. See Figure 16 as configuration and the result
is shown as Table 6.
4.6. Concurrent loops in Alpha-T algorithm. The Alpha-T discovery analysis works
over concurrent looping inside ALT, where all enabled and non-inner-gate tasks and join
gateway nodes inside ALT are parent sets for tuple analysis as defined in Expression 25.
By Expression 25, if the node is a gateway, it will induct the causality analysis on
the join gateway having the benefit to analyze the set of child nodes of children that
is contained in the parallel or exclusive gateway, so the analysis will be able to align
the relationship of parallel sequences with successors and reduce the number of tasks
to analyze. So, it will avoid overfitting pattern that only analyzed independently such
worked on Alpha.
Concurrent discovery works well through an iterator loop and concurrent data type
support, which are provided by the programming language engine. By using the Java SDK
that is used in the Alpha-T implementation various concurrent data types are provided,
including: ConcurrentLinkedQueue, ConcurrentLinkedDeque, ConcurrentSkipList.
function discoveryLoop(∀N)
iter ← iterator(∀N)
While (iter : hasNext()):
Node n = iter.next()
iff (n is task OR n is gateway join)
iff (n is not gateway loop)
iff (n is enable AND n is non inner gate)
execute pattern(n)

(25)

To simplify the matcher for logic pattern, Expression 26 is a configuration summary
for all Alpha-T patterns to be executed,
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function execute pattern(n)
n: ALT nodes, α: predecessor, β: successor
Iff |n∂ | = 1
(1) Serial Direct
Else Iff |n∂ | > 1
Iff ω(n) > ω(α)
Iff n is non inner gate AND α is non inner gate
(2) Reply
Else
(3) free choice
Else Iff β ∈
/ αϑ AND α ∈
/ βϑ
Iff |αϑ | = 1 AND n ∈ αϑ
(7) Two Loop
Else Iff αϑ 6= βϑ
(3) Free choice
Else
(10) XOR/(6) Non Free Choice
Else Iff β ∈ αϑ AND α ∈ βϑ
(9) AND
Iff α∂ 6= β∂
(11) Replace (AND ← OR)
Else Iff (β ∈ α∂ AND α ∈ βϑ )
(8) Skip
*Iff N ∈ Lo L
(6) One Loop

(26)

In accordance with log L1 , it is illustrated how a concurrent loop from Alpha-T works to
implement all logic patterns from the sorted ∀N, as shown in Figure 17. This illustrated
the start node (in yellow color) will be analyzed first, because the start node has only one
child, task A, so by pattern analysis it is a singleton and produces an SD logic pattern
and an SD gateway will be added to ALT.

Figure 17. First illustration for concurrent pattern analysis ALT for L1
The next looping trace is node A. Because A is a non-inner-gate task, A is executed
independently. Meanwhile, A has a singleton pattern with child B and also produces an
SD logic pattern as Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Second illustration for concurrent pattern analysis ALT for L1
In the next loop, B is a non-inner-gate task, so it is executed. B has children C and
D, while C has a causality relation with parent B so that it produces a two-loop pattern,
as shown in Figure 19. When a two-loop pattern is produced, ∗ > as input and < ∗ as
output are created. ♦ pattern configures the task member considered in Lemma 20.

Figure 19. Third illustration for concurrent pattern analysis ALT for L1
Because task C is a loop inside a two-loop gateway pair, task C is set as inner-gate
with task B and is not executed in the next loop, as shown in Figure 19 (grey color).
Next, D is executed. Because D has two exclusive parallel children (F, E), it will
produce an AND gateway. < & and & > gateways will be added to ALT and (E, F ) will
not be executed. AND-join gateway inherits all children from node task (E, F ) except
itself as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Fourth illustration for concurrent pattern analysis ALT for L1
The execution of the ALT logic pattern is done in a concurrent loop until all parent nodes with limited non-inner-gate tasks, enabled join gateway, and loop have been
inspected as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Fifth illustration for concurrent pattern analysis ALT for L1
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4.7. Filtering on firing. Upon fulfillment of the SWF-net firing, evaluation is done
for the gateway firing. Moreover, by using Expression 6 a filter can be implemented to
reduce the number of ALT members and also firing number. Firing is done by keeping
each transition task with the places that have been produced and deleting all child tasks.
Similarly, on the gateway-join that has been inducted to execute pattern, to avoid
redundancy links that cause over-fitting, filtering is done as referring to the filtering in
Alpha. Single causality is removed if the task transition is covered by a multi-place
gateway, as on serial A → [2] that has child (B, ∗ > [3]) so that task B is removed, as
shown in Figure 22 (B is colored red), and all others adjacency task child with place are
removed too, else for the loop nodes.

Figure 22. Firing filtering inside ALT for L1
In addition, there exist patterns that are not executed simultaneously on the concurrent
loop, which are: OR, One-Loop and Free-Join. Such a free-join is produced by the End
node (yellow-white color) that has more than 1 non-inner-gates parent such as (I, L) so
it is produced ∗→ ∂ [10] ← End (yellow color). As shown in Figure 23, final firing postprocessing is represented.

Figure 23. Final set of nodes inside ALT for L1
The result of discovery process is presented to the graph visualization that shows a
workflow model as shown in Figure 24, and simplified to the main result as in Figure 5.

Figure 24. Graph of workflow model for final discovery of event log L1
5. Result and Analysis. As proven by ProM testing that was used to show the discovery result from Alpha and the graph model of Alpha-T, both had the same correctness
when visual checked with the reference model from YAWL. The computation performances
of Alpha and Alpha-T based on time complexity are shown in Table 4. The numbers of
time variables taken into account were: l number of logs, t number of tasks, and p number
of logic patterns. As a consideration from another time complexity analysis, cyclomatic
complexity measurement could be adopted for the concurrent analysis in the discovery
process [30].
For the first comparison, an analysis was done based on time complexity within the
preprocessing stage to construct the base footprint of the tuple task relation pattern from
the event log. Alpha extracts the tuple relation locally, log per log, which takes Ω(t).
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Table 4. Time complexity comparison between Alpha and Alpha-T
Process
Step

Alpha
Sub-process
Time complexity
Footprint matrix, Ω(t1 t22 ) = Ω(t3 )
trace each log by t1 : trace task for each
follow tuple rela- log
tion and update
t2 : set follow footprint
footprint matrix matrix

Alpha-T
Sub-process
Time complexity
Log
Trace event log Ω(lt1 t2 ) = Ω(lt2 )
extraction
and set follow tu- l: trace event log
(steps 1
ple relation inside t1 : trace task for each
to 3)
ALT with parent log
node and children t2 : set nodes and chilrelation
dren in ALT
Task
−
−
Updating weight Ω(t)
weighting
of task nodes
t: get parent children
weight + 1
Task
−
−
Sorting
parent Ω(t1 log(t) + t22 )
sorting
nodes by weight t1 : sort parent nodes
using hash-map
t2 : sort child nodes
Set places Update causality Ω(2t1 t2 ) = Ω(2t2 )
Trace task par- Ω(pt1 t2 t3 t4 ) = Ω(pt4 )
(steps 4-6) footprint
t1 : check row to column ent and children t1 : get ALT parent
matrix
follow
causality relation t2 : get ALT child
t2 : check column to
t3 : get ALT grandchild
row follow
t4 : set tuple grandchild
p: number of logic
2
3
Place set
Ω(t1 + t2 )
Set places of split Ω(2t)
(Xw )
t1 : trace row-column
and join gateways t: get number of
single causality
of children
grandchildren from
t2 : trace column multituple child nodes
causality tuple
Place set
Ω((t1 + t2 )t3 ) = Ω(2t2 ) Filtering
Ω(t2 )
(Pw )
t1 : trace start task
t: check parent to chilt2 : trace finish task
dren relation to fulfill
t3 : get places (t1 , t2 )
SWF-net soundness
Analyze logic
Ω(p(t21 t22 )) = Ω(pt4 )
Configure output Ω(t2 )
pattern of
p: number of logic pat- place for freet: check children to
place
terns
choice & termina- parent relation to fulfill
t1 : get pairs in multi- tion
SWF-net soundness
causality
t2 : check causality logic
Firing
Pair set
Ω(t3 )
−
−
set (Fw )
< P, T >
t: get token set inside
place map, t3 , due on
multi-causality places
Discovery αw =
Ω(l(pt4 + 4t3 + 3t2 ))
Trace overall ALT Ω(t1 t2 ) = Ω(t2 )
graph
{Pw , Tw , Fw }
nodes and their t1 : trace parent nodes
children on (N → t2 : get child nodes
Nϑ )

Its tuple relation is updated to the follow footprint matrix, which takes Ω(t2 ) so that
the footprint construction process takes Ω(t3 ). Then the footprint is converted to the
causality matrix with checking the follow matrix, which takes Ω(t2 ), so the preprocessing
stage finally requires Ω(t3 + t2 ).
Meanwhile, within Alpha-T, the overall follow tuple relations are constructed inside
ALT based on the global relations from the GTPR, which takes Ω(lt2 ). Meanwhile,
addition of the weighting of the ALT step takes Ω(t), so the tuple construction takes
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Ω(lt3 ). Afterwards, the hashing/ordering of the ALT takes Ω(t log t), so that the time
complexity of the Alpha-T preprocessing stage is Ω(lt3 + t log t).
For the next comparison, an analysis was done of the processing stage. Alpha sets
the Xw place sets by checking for single causality, which takes Ω(t2 ), while checking for
multi-causality takes Ω(t3 ). Furthermore, to fulfill the behavior of the workflow, the place
set is examined for causality logic inside the multi-causality map, so the time complexity
for Xw is Ω(pt4 ). Thereafter, for the optimization of place set Yw , filtering is done to
check the single causality that is covered by multi-causality place on input and output
pairs, which takes Ω(2t3 ).
Finally, to construct the final place set Pw , the set of places that have causality with
a start and finish task transition, Yw , is added, which takes Ω(2t2 ). The total
time

4
3
2
complexity of Alpha for the establishment of the place sets is Ω pt + 2t + 2t .
Within Alpha-T, determining place sets is executed directly by the pattern of causality
logic between the parent node and the children tuples. The concurrent looping on the
parent node inside ALT has time complexity Ω(t) and tracing the children has Ω(t),
while the children tuple examination to develop the set of place gateways by getting the
grandchildren requires Ω(t). The determination of the behavior logic is a constant number
of logic patterns; therefore, the time complexity is Ω(pt3 ). Furthermore, to set the child
pair of the gateway children takes Ω(t), so Alpha-T processing has time complexity Ω(pt4 ).
Within the post-processing stage in Alpha, the discovery process requires a firing step
to create a link between place set and task transition, requiring Ω(t2 ) for single causality
and Ω(t3 ) for multi-causality places. All stages of the Alpha discovery process are repeated
until the entire event log has been processed. Because
Alpha discovery αw = {Pw , Tw , Fw }

4
3
2
the total time complexity is Ω l pt + 4t + 3t .
Meanwhile, Alpha-T post-processing requires a filtering step to fulfill the SWF-net
gateway behavior pattern and reduce the redundant links, which takes Ω(t2 ). The final
result of this stage is a simple dataset flat-tree that shows the direct links in a graph
model between parent node links as a vertex and child node links as an edge. Therefore,
completion of Alpha-T discovery takes Ω (lt3 + t log t + pt4 + t2 ).
However, in the general discovery process, the number of events that is produced by the
number of data transactions has the highest value, while the numbers of task combinations
and logic patterns are limited and generally constant. With O time complexity analysis
on limit-to-limit approximation [31], O can be determined by the following equation:
Alpha(O) = lim lim

lim

x→∞ y→1... z→4...6

y
x X
z
X
X

n pt4 + 4t3 + 3t2

n=1 t=1 p=1

Alpha-T (O) = lim lim lim

x→∞ y→1... z→8

y
x X
z
X
X
n=1 t=1 p=1



ntp

≈ pt4 + 4t3 + 3t2

nt3 + t log t + pt4 + 4t2



ntp

≈ t3

(27)

(28)

For the highest number of events in Alpha, as defined by Lemma 27, it has been shown
that the increasing in the number of events greatly affects the preprocessing, processing
and post-processing stages, that cause significantly increasing the computing load. Similarly, complex concurrency and the number of tasks also have a major impact on the
time complexity because there are many steps that are directly affected by the number of
events.
Lemma 28 of Alpha-T shows that Alpha-T is able to minimize the influence of the
number of events by localizing only in the preprocessing stage because it is analyzed on
global causality. Meanwhile, the complexity of the task causality and the number of tasks
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will affect without adding significant computational load on the processing stage because
there are not many steps that are influenced directly by the number of events.
Other than that, by using Alpha-T, the post-processing to firing and visualize will do
on the simple graph relation without complex mapping process between task and place
of gateway. Furthermore, to show the quality of discovery from Alpha-T, Table 5 shows
the comparison of many discovery results on invisible and concurrent patterns that are
produced from *.mxml event logs. The testing uses many algorithms that are available
in ProM 6.7., including: Alpha, Alpha++, Heuristic, Genetic, evolutionary tree miner
(ETM) [32], and also inductive miner (IM) [33]. Two basic parameters that are examined
are Completeness (Cp) [9] and Correctness (Cr) [10].
Table 5. Comparison of discovery result between Alpha-T and others
Alpha Alpha++ Heuristic Genetic ETM
IM
Alpha-T
Concurrent
Cp Cr Cp Cr Cp Cr Cp Cr Cp Cr Cp Cr Cp Cr
Pattern
Multi-Switch
x
x
Multi-Skip
x
x
x
x
Multi-Reply
x
x
x
x
x
Free-choice
x
x
Multi-Loop
x x x
x
x
x
x
x
XOR/NFC
x
x
x
x
x
Multi-Choice
x
x
Meanwhile, by the comparison testing it is shown that Alpha-T has the best discovery
result on structure and behavior model as proven in Table 6. Many algorithms that are
not based on the direct mapping in pattern matching have the worst result. Whereas
on testing with a large task and event log variants, such as referring to Coselog project
data testing [34], Alpha-T has over-fitting if compared with IM, which gives the better
simplification and generalization result because based on a heuristic. However, on the
other side, Alpha-T has better precision because it has more logic pattern which can be
examined than IM.
Furthermore, Alpha-T has the better result than the other, because it executes the
pattern on global event log, and also do induction to pattern analysis on the gateway
places. This mechanism has not been applying by other algorithms. The induction has
been reducing step to do the concurrent analysis of all transition. Because it does not
analyze independently many causality relations, it will keep off over-fitting of place on the
model from discovery result.
6. Conclusion. From the test results it can be concluded that the novel Alpha-T algorithm using GTPR based on the ALT structure is an approach that is able to accurately
perform discovery from a structural and behavioral perspective while conforming to the
SWF-net and BPMN model. Other than that, the step preprocessing in addition to the
depth weighting process has benefit to generalize logic analysis that has not been applying
to Alpha and other advanced algorithms.
Meanwhile, by direct pattern executing on global causality, this causes Alpha-T has
more benefit in pattern matching precision and also to be advanced by adding new pattern
analysis on the next study. Then by result comparison, Alpha-T is better than many
algorithms on correctness and completeness.
Furthermore, Alpha-T has successfully conducted discovery on a business process under
certainty with complex concurrent transitions and places. It reduced the number of steps
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Table 6. Discovery result from Alpha-T simulated by JGraph
Concurrent
Event Log
Pattern
Multi Switch AC, AD, BC, BD,
AE, BE

Multi-Skip
Multi-Reply

Multi
Free-choice

Multi-Loop

MultiXOR/NFC

Alpha-T Discovery

AC, ABC, ABD,
ABCD
ABABCDE
ABCDCDE
ABCBCDE
ABCBCADE
ABDGJ,
ABEHJ,
ACEHJ,
ACFIJ.
ABACCDE,
ABBACDCE.
ABE, ACE, ADE,
ABEC, ABED

Multi-Choice ABCD, ACBD,
(AND-OR)
ABD, ACD, AD

by localizing computation complexity in the pre-processing stage, and also minimizing
complexity firing mapping of task and place gateway in post-processing. In fact, Alpha-T
has time complexity O(t3 ), so that it performs better than Alpha and other deterministic,
which has time complexity O(t4 ).
Therefore, it is proven, Alpha-T has not only high-quality discovery for producing
workflow model suitable for SWF-net structure and BPMN behavior, but also high performance.
For further development of the Alpha-T algorithm, we will develop an advanced logic
to solve complex concurrent logic on business processes under uncertainty [34,35], which
until now cannot be solved by most discovery algorithms [36]. To improve the discovery
quality, we will analyze the heuristic influence based on frequency and time causality
[37], and also the task weight causality used to adjust discovery view level, considered
with the four discovery level perspectives which are fitness, simplification, precision, and
generalization [32]. Also, to support implementation, we plan to develop several feature
and tools that cover various standard business process models, such as YAWL and BPMN,
for conformance evaluation and business process auditing [38] as ProM plugins library [15].
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